FSC-360 WB
Crack Filling & Repair Material - Putty Knife Grade - Water Based

DESCRIPTION:
FSC-360 WB is a water based crack filling and repair material specifically formulated for use on Precision Board Plus high
density urethane (HDU). It also works well on wood, metal, and adheres to most plastics. FSC-360 WB dries quickly and sands
easily.

USES:
Use FSC-360 WB for repairing scrapes, holes, or any type of damage. FSC-360 WB works well in conjunction with FSC-88 WB
primer/fillers. Complete all repairs with FSC-360 WB prior to final primer/filler application. For complete surface filling, use FSC88 WB primer/filler, or PB Resin; a fast method for making a surface ultra smooth. See product data sheets for application
details.
Prior to using FSC-360 WB be sure the surface is clean. Apply after sandblasting is complete.

APPLICATION:
Apply with putty knife and firmly work into surface. Be sure to wet out the Precision Board Plus with this first application. Apply
in lifts of about 1/8" to 1/4". Allow to dry a minimum of 30 minutes between lifts. If application lift is too thick some mudcracking
may occur. If this happens simply fill them in with the next lift of material. Keep area around damaged area as clean as possible
to reduce final sanding cleanup.
Drying time between application lifts should be about 30 to 45 minutes depending on temperature and humidity conditions.
When FSC-360 WB is firm and dry to the touch, it is ready for the next lift.
Finish sanding of FSC-360 WB can begin when, during sanding, it does not ball up on 120 grit sandpaper. If balling occurs, let it
dry longer until it doesn't. Blistering of the top paint coat will occur if it is applied over any repair material or primer that is not
totally dry. To accelerate drying, place large shop fan to blow across item.
Remember that FSC-360 WB is a repair material that must be over coated with a suitable paint. After completely dry, it is
compatible with all types of finish primers and paints.
Cleanup with warm soapy water. Please call us at (800) 845-0745 if you have any questions or concerns.
FSC-360 WB is water based and non-flammable.
CAUTION: Close container after each use. Do not take internally. Use only with adequate ventilation. Keep out of children's reach. Harmful
or fatal if swallowed. Contact physician immediately. Keep from freezing. For additional information see FSC-360 WB MSDS.
WARRANTY:

All recommendations for product use have been derived from experience and test data believed to be reliable. We warrant and guarantee the uniformity of our products within manufacturing
tolerance. However, since the use of our products are beyond our direct control, they are furnished upon the condition that each party shall make his/her own tests to determine their suitability for his/her particular
purpose. Except as stated herein, Coastal Enterprises Company makes no warranty or guarantee, expressed or implied, and disclaims all responsibility for results obtained, nor assumes any liability for any
damages, whether arising out of negligence or breach of guarantee and is hereby expressly limited to replacement of product only. For additional information on product handling, please refer to FSC-360 WB
MSDS.
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